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A ” Enabling cryptocurrencies such as for example bitcoin and ether, NEO and Hashgraph, it will
supply the Internet a protected global payments system, closing the aggregate-and-advertise

Age group of Google."s astonishing capability to “ Gilder says or writes is usually ever delivered
at anything significantly less than the fullest philosophical decibel.. The system of “Google’Mr.

Gilder sounds much less such as a tech guru than a poet, and his terms tumble out in a romantic
cascade. George Gilder shows how deep this assumption will go, what motivates visitors to

make it, and why it’ “ s algorithms assume the world’s future is only the next moment in a random
process."s wrong: the near future depends upon human action.FINANCIAL TIMES  Peter Thiel,
founder of PayPal and Palantir Systems and author of Zero to 1: Notes on Startups, or How to

Build the Future The Age of Google, built on big data and machine intelligence, has been an
awesome period. — But it’s arriving at an end. In Life after Google, George Gilder—the brand new
architecture of the blockchain and its derivatives.cryptocosm” Google’Nothing at all Mr.search
and sort” Life after Google is nearly here. The Internet firewalls supposedly protecting all those

passwords and private information possess proved hopelessly permeable..And everything it
provides is free, roughly it seems. Rather than paying straight, users submit to marketing..

Silicon Valley, lengthy dominated by a few giants, faces a “ works—for a while—in the event that you
control an empire of data centers, but a market without prices strangles entrepreneurship and

turns the web into a wasteland of ads. The crisis isn't just economic. videos, maps, email,
calendars… The crisis can't be solved within the current pc and network architecture. The future
lies with the “explains as to why Silicon Valley can be suffering a nervous breakdown and what

things to expect as the post-Google age group dawns.—the peerless visionary of technology and
culture—Reserve OF THE MONTH FROM THE WALL STREET JOURNAL: aggregate and

advertise”great unbundling,” which will disperse computer power and commerce and transform
the economy and the Internet. attracts the whole planet to its internet search engine and

countless additional goodies—   For fans of "Wealth and Poverty," "Knowledge and Power," and
"The Scandal of Cash." Even while advances in artificial intelligence induce delusions of

omnipotence and transcendence, Silicon Valley offers pretty much abadndoned security.
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The Shape of What to Come IntroductionWhile many can hardly imagine life before Google gave
us instant access to search the data of the ages, at least one forward-thinking tech genius is
committed to preparing to help people imagine what life after Google might appear to
be.."Google's 'System of the Globe' FailureGilder says the original Internet architecture sufficed
when the it had been primarily used for displaying Webpages, sending emails or hosting dialogue
forums, when everything was "free" and did not serve as a car for financial transactions.Today
Google may be the world's premier info search device, but along with it's highly-used "free"
services it has also opened Pandora's Package and a dangerous, unsecured computer world -
according to technologist-philosopher-economist George Gilder.Over the last two decades we've
witnessed the meteoric rise of tech giants including;The world of blockchain, blockstack, bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies is pretty hazy for most consumers and investors.The result: your
identity, your assets and your future are at risky from something so fragile that without any
individual or business is secure from cyber-attacks.Exponential Growth of Cyber Attacks"How
many more internet security breaches and fake promises of repair will it take before the idea of
'Big Data' networks become suspect? "Because the future belongs to those ready for it, now is
the time to pay attention carefully to trustworthy prophetic voices which resonate deeply within.
But there may be the problem that only if a few companies are performing the mining (which has
currently happened with Bitcoin), after that those companies could game the whole system.'First
it had been the big retailers, like Focus on, whose databases were hacked."Mr. Up coming our top
intelligence companies - just like the CIA and NSA - experienced countless nationwide secrets
stolen by foreign hackers.This knowledge has made me pretty suspicious about Bitcoin, the
most important (to this point) application of blockchain. Just a week later, we learned our
nation's Wall Road watchdog, the SEC, was hacked This past year and thieves will have info
which could be used to manipulate stock prices.Could we awaken tomorrow to discover a trillion
dollars missing from the bank operating system? This has surely got to dilute the value of Bitcoin
for the huge majority of individuals who don't perform mining. "It is usually a lie, because on this
earth nothing, ultimately, is free. the sector sought basic safety in centralization.Fortunately,
according to Gilder, the creation of a new system is already in the works, radically improved from
today's internet architecture. It'll be as different as evaluating 2-dimensional life on paper with
3-dimensional real life!Silicon Valley's Nervous BreakdownBy Gilder's assessment, the web has
yet to deliver on it's biggest claims of providing a secure, ad-free educational device. Today's
Internet is definitely cluttered with unwanted advertisements, bots and malware. For me
personally and millions of others, George Gilder is normally such a tone of voice.'Cryptocosm'
Age to displace Google Age"Google's security foibles, it's 'aggregate and advertise' model, its
avoidance of price indicators, its vertical silos of consumer data, and its visions of machine mind
are unlikely to survive the root-and-branch revolution of distributed peer-to-peer technology,
which I contact the 'cryptocosm', writes Gilder. Gilder identifies the principal culprit as the world's
second largest company, Google, who "isn't just a firm, but something of the world.Mr.. Its
historical fate is to provide a haven from maniacal governments and central banks and a harbor
for an excellent innovation, the blockchain... Great book Great book, purchased a second for a
friend... It'll fail because its every major premise will fail," says Gilder...this new digital world
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might not need you anymore."The Silicon Valley happens to be suffering a "anxious breakdown",
according to Gilder, "manifest by delusions of omnipotence and transcendence.if your business
program is to get access to the data of the entire world, then free can be an imperative."Mr.
Gilder also brings to light the political ideology and technical vision traveling Silicon Valley as
mainly "neo-Marxist". George draws a evaluation between today's tech revolution and the first
industrial revolution, which Karl Marx seen as the climatic commercial breakthrough that could
solve the economic issue of scarcity by prosperity redistribution."The neo-Marxism of today's
Silicon Valley titans repeats the error of the previous Marxists in its belief that modern tools - not
steam and electricity; but silicon microchips, artificial intelligence, machine learning, cloud
computing, algorithmic biology and robotics - may be the definitive human achievement. Gilder
has done us average, earth-people a great service by writing this publication exposing the fatally-
flawed premise of Google's hierarchical 'program of the globe' and unveiling the soon-arriving
heterarchical or 'blockchain' system. However, with the rise of Amazon, Apple, Paypal, etc. What
comes NEXT? The problem is that "centralization is not safe and it is time for a new details
architecture for a globally distributed overall economy," says Gilder.Gilder's sweeping
understanding of the history of details systems identifies Sir Isaac Newton seeing that the initial
inventor of info theory. Presto, the lucky employee gets a $1,000 Beanie Baby, and it costs the
business a few bucks to create it."In the Google period, Newton's program of the world - 1
universe, one money, a single God - is currently in eclipse. If you would like to bash Google and
have a rambling tour of everything, patting yourself on the back the whole method for how much
smarter you are than everyone who's ever worked there, that is for you.bitcoin cannot fulfill its
basic role seeing that a currency... He basically seems to believe it's for commies because
money isn't included and it's really all a play to avoid liability and bad betas. Google may be the
first company in history to develop and perform something of the globe.. This inherent
imagination, as Gilder illuminates in his publication, lies beyond the features of deterministic,
man-made and programmed machinery.yet I believe the Google system of the globe will fail,
indeed be swept apart inside our time (and I am 78! The big, big issue is certainly this: Each node
(person) using Bitcoin has to have a document with the entire history of Bitcoin on their disk (or, I
suppose, on the cloud).a silicon human brain, or 'Deep Brain'. But he does have a tendency to use
hyperbole a whole lot. "Eventually the Artificial Intelligence (AI) priesthood maintains that the
human mind will end up being surpassed...in all methods.. Oh no!AI can know much better than
we do what will satisfy our longings," states Gilder.This philosophy attempts to lay an axe to the
root of human creativity, free will and man's uniqueness as created in God's image. "Such a
vision isn't just deterministic but ultimately dictatorial. Google may talk an excellent game about
personal privacy, but private data are the mortal enemy of its program of the globe," warns
Gilder."Finally, Google proposes an economic regular, a theory of money and value...radically
against what Newton wrought by giving the world a trusted gold standard. Everything Google
offers to its 'customers' is normally free.As it turns out bitcoin has several qualities similar to
gold, such as for example scarcity and shop of value, nonetheless it fails as a fungible currency
based on lacking a unit of accounts.." Ironically, George writes, "the security system has divided
just as the pc elite have begun indulging the most fevered fantasies about the features of their
devices.""So, what's incorrect with free?bitcoin can be used more while a volatile investment
wager than a measuring stay or unit of accounts," concludes Gilder. Is usually anything private or
safe any more?.. instead of paying out with the fungible precision of money, you pay out in the
slippery coin of details and distraction. Then your big banking institutions, like Citibank and
JPMorgan. Gilder says Google's "communications first" philosophy sounds good and has offered



us well for several years, however in practice "free" means insecure and unstable. I really believe
this to become accurate...but its insidious 'system of the world' will be swept away," concludes
Gilder.Mr.In Chapter Five Mr. Gilder lays out ten rules of the coming cyrptocosm, which is now
developing from the bottom-up as a cooperative - the exact reverse of Google's hierarchical
architecture."The first rule of the cryptocosm is the barn door laws: Security first...The second:
Centralization is not safe". Read it, research it and live it.. the other rules include; "Nothing is
free"... "Time is the final way of measuring cost" . Within the 1st 10%, he makes a claim in a
single sentence, that means it is clear he the) Is fully ignorant of what the term 'open source
software' actually means.. Propelling such advances is a shift of focus from the fruits of
computation to its roots in trust and protection.. Where did that money come from? "Private Keys
are held by individual human beings, not by governments or Google.""Whereas profit the Google
era is usually fodder for a $5 trillion-a-day forex...[in the cryptocosm] you will command
unmediated cash that measures value rather than manipulates it. Nobody knows exactly what
Life After Google can look like, but Gilder's book offers a window into that future.""Period is the
coin of your life..you will deal directly with others around the world with scant charges or
delays."Understanding Cryptocurrencies Like BitcoinMr. Gilder lays out the main element
thinkers, developers and businesses in this emerging global blockchain movement "taking back
the web" in great detail - a lot more than the typical layman can likely procedure. However, I feel
like he needed to consist of it to back again up his premise that the era of Big Data is indeed
dropping. Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft who right now dominate the global
information and financial marketplaces by offering countless high-tech devices and "freebies" to
the masses who are often willing to quit their time, privacy and security for comfort. There is
nothing to stop them. to see the image of God in everyone, no matter race or religion.He points
out the fact that despite most economists rejection of today's Gold Standard, central banking
institutions all over the world continue building up their holdings of gold illustrating that the
marketplace still functions about a de facto Gold Standard. "It was not federal government that
decreed gold as cash, rather it is just by keeping gold that governments could even issue any
form of cash at all," declares Saifedean Ammous's reserve 'The Bitcoin Standard'..And what, pray
tell, happens when the top limit of the amount of Bitcoins is reached? By limiting bitcoin's supply
to 21 million models over a 131-12 months period, Satoshi designed bitcoin as a deflationary
currency..." asks Gilder."No additional basic device of measure - be it the second, the meter, the
ampere, or the kilogram - adjustments in value with demand. They are standards predicated on
physical constants," writes Mike Kendall, currency expert and "Man on the Margin" blogger. "If
bitcoin cannot match the required roles of currency, its long-term utility as a currency is normally
nil."Gilder sums bitcoin up, "This bitcoin flaw signifies a huge chance for other cryptocurrencies...
"3 hundred years of Newtonian prosperity attended to an end.who believes the human being
mind is a sub-optimal item of random evolutionary processes."The Approaching Economic "Great
Unbundling""The revolution in cryptography provides caused a great unbundling of the roles of
money, promising to reverse the doldrums of the Google Age group, which includes been an
epoch of bundling jointly, aggregating, all of the digital possessions of the world," writes Gilder.
Creativeness is definitely a hallmark of the human being mind... Whose Bitcoin?e, wealth) in the
years ahead. Google's Free Globe is a means of brazenly defying the centrality of amount of time
in economics and reaching beyond the wallets of its customers right to seize their time.," says
Gilder.While Gilder put it in another book of his which I reviewed a few years ago, The 21st
Hundred years Case For Gold, "The source of the value of money is period - irreversible,
inexorably scarce, difficult to hoard or steal, distributed with remorseless equality to wealthy and



poor alike.S.. It's the only coin you have, and just you can regulate how it'll be spent. Be cautious
lest you allow other folks spend it for you personally," said the fantastic American poet Carl
Sandburg.Several companies are following this path of launching digital currencies based on
gold. Many formidable appears to be G-Coin from Emergent Systems, run by serial business
owner Brent de Jong, who sees G-Coin as a Western edition of the Chinese DigixDAO. The bullion
resources behind G-Coin are tracked from the mine to the deal on a permissioned blockchain that
provides a possible model for source chains in many industries. De Jong is.. Very interesting
reading from this so well informed man.devoted to using the blockchain to create gold the
"earth's the majority of liquid currency".Conclusion: Leadership From the Bottom UpGilder
concludes his magical mystery tour of the technological future on a high note of expect the
future. "A new system of the world must exalt the singularities of creation: brain over matter,
human consciousness over mechanism, real cleverness over mere algorithmic search,
purposeful learning over mindless evolution, and truth over chance.If someone knows a way
around that, I'd want to know, because I've some money committed to Bitcoin, and I'm pretty
worried about it. "Stable money endows human beings with dignity and control" ." asks Gilder, co-
founder of the Discovery Institute and writer of 19 books, including bestsellers such as for
example; "Instead of putting power in the hands of people, it has become a porous cloud where
all of the money and power popularity," writes Gilder. His latest book offers visitors a panoramic
peek in to the amazing, mysterious globe of high technology and the shape of what to come.It is
stated the physical world is a reflection of the spiritual globe. Googles' search program will
continue. In the spiritual world there exists a great movement afoot to empower every man and
woman..Here's yet another concern I've about Bitcoin. to cast off their false personal also to
discover their true personal... He believes that the globe economy functioned smoothly for 300
years when we got a Gold Standard... to attain deep within and reach out to those all around us
in want. This requires giving God's Spirit authorization to rewire our brain, much in the way the
Internet today requires rewiring to attain its highest greatest purpose.We cannot recommend this
reserve highly more than enough if you would like to drill down additional in to the new architects
of the revolutionary new blockchain overall economy. A good place to begin to learn about
Bitcoin, but you'll need to go elsewhere to discover the truth I love just how George Gilder
writes.Algorithms Inferior to the Individual MindGoogle's theory of knowledge ("big data")
assumes that the search for knowledge by individual brains can be replaced if all the data in the
world can be compiled in one place and algorithms to analyze them could be developed. Gilder's
"Existence After Google" gets my vote for economic reserve of the entire year. This publication
inspired me to find out the hairy details and I got them from an excellent book called Blockchain
Essentials, by Daniel Drescher. We are able to already see signs of this powerful, Schumpeterian
powerful with the emergence of famous brands Bitcoin, Ethereum and ratings of various other
blockchain-based enterprises. Perfectly. not really a big fan of this book.Then in nov 2017, the
giant credit reporting agency Equifax lost 136 Million social security quantities.). And each and
every transaction worldwide has to be up to date on every single person's PC.I downloaded
Bitcoin Core to my PC and waited well over a time for the entire data source to be downloaded. I
couldn't believe it, until I learned what I was obtaining.Now here's my query: if Bitcoin becomes
successful, then increasing numbers of people will be doing transactions. And the annals will get
longer and longer. So the file are certain to get bigger and bigger until it's impossible to download
it any longer. A new system can open up a heroic age group of human accomplishment.Right
now, it may be that blockchain can be useful in other, smaller sized applications. 'Wealth and
Poverty,' 'Microcosm,' 'Telecosm,' 'Knowledge and Power,' and 'The Scandal of Cash. But Gilder



does an excellent job of bringing clearness about what bitcoin is definitely and what it is not..
These miners get paid for their efforts in, you guessed it, Bitcoin. What would you perform if
YOUR possessions were suddenly frozen, or your identification stolen? So, money is moving from
those people to a very few large companies.This reminds me of the Beanie Baby bubble. People
had valuable, limited edition Beanie Infants that presumably would never be manufactured once
again. The blockchain may be the new coating of the Internet that promises to help provide the
protection required to get learning and understanding (i. Newton founded both a Newtonian
program of physics and an financial Gold Standard which offered as a mathematical and
financial plumb line for centuries, facilitating the growth of free of charge commerce.. It came
from the enthusiasts, whose uncommon Beanie Baby simply depreciated, because there was yet
another such Beanie Baby. Bitcoin's (real or mythical) creator Satoshi Nakamoto "had no
knowledge of currency as a device of account. You still need the miners to verify transactions.
Do they still get paid in Bitcoin?blockchain technology presents a credible and effective means
not only of eliminating intermediaries, but also of radically lowering transaction costs, turning
firms into networks, distributing economic power, and enabling both prosperity creation and a
more prosperous future. If you know what you're talking about, this book will get you insane. The
reserve about Bitcoin didn't. The Cryptocosm Comes of Age The Cryptocosm is emerging and
promises to overthrow Google and its own system of the world. The lack of security may be the
Achilles back heel of existence with Google. As Gilder notes in this timely and essential book, if
security is not integral to an it architecture, that architecture should be replaced. But the
company, from what I go through, liked to reward employees by firing up the devices to
manufacture a uncommon Beanie Baby.""The Google era is coming to a finish because Google
tries to cheat the constraints of economic scarcity and protection by making its great and
services free. ICOs are emerging in The Cyptocosm as a vibrant source of capital for business
owners who are central to the training and knowledge creation process that elevates living
criteria and fosters economic prosperity for the multitude. And such offerings are doing this at a
time when U. As an index of time, gold imparts the accurate price signals necessary for
sustained economic growth and expanded opportunity. IPO activity has withered amid
burdensome regulations and the socialization of capital."Businesses are abandoning hierarchy
and pursuing heterarchy because.. Prescient. Not too techy, not really too pop. Whereas the
Google world is layered with middlemen.If you would like to learn what blockchain is really, I don't
think you will get it out of this book.. Why is't Gilder more prominant in today's media? George
Gilder is amazing!Maybe someone has answers to these problems. His unitary base of
irreversible physics and his irrefragable golden cash have given method to infinite parallel
universes and multiple paper moneys manipulated by fiat," clarifies Gilder. After all it, I'm 99%
sure Gilder is 100% alert to when he's butchering ideas in a manner that will rile up individuals
who take what he says at face value. But even that's tough, given how vague what he says
happens to be. This book is full of side-talking weasel terms (pointing out that the Google
security SWAT teams possess ponytails. Ponytails!. It's almost as if this sage of Silicon Valley
hasn't seen a Software Engineer in the end these years), vague accusations that Google's
attitude in some way undermined capitalism, and constantly whining about how they're 'system
of the globe' is wrong. Whatever that means..""Something of the world necessarily combines
technology and commerce, religious beliefs and philosophy, economics and epistemology
(theory of knowledge). So he doesn't really get what betas are either. b) Knows what he's saying
is usually crap, but knows his target audience won't. Dont have an excessive amount of
Expectations I don't really read books unless it approximately Technologies. I believe this one



isn't the very best one. I right now know exactly how blockchain works. Nothing interesting
excellent food for thought Well-constructed arguments for decentralised knowledge .
Cryptocurrency discussions link knowledge, entrepreneurship , and financing in ways that want
the reader to examine their very own immediate and extended realities. The future Fluid reading
Not only for Geeks.. If you prefer a glimpse of the near future, read this book. Remarkably written.
The Cryptocosm, though still in its infancy today, guarantees to usher in a wave of
Schumpeterian "innovative destruction" that ultimately engulfs Google and its system of the
globe.that machines may 'learn' in ways comparable to human learning.
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